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We derive the Schwinger multichannel variational principle [K. Takatsuka and V. McKoy, Phys. Rev.
A 23, 2352 (1981); 30, 1734 (1984)] by a method that emphasizes the question of variational stability.
The present approach is in some respects more direct than the original method and serves to clarify the
role of a certain parameter that occurs in the formulation.
PACS number(s): 34.10.+x, 34.80.Gs, 34.80.Bm
I. INTRODUCTION
The Schwinger multichannel (SMC) method [1] has
proven to be an effective tool for the study of low-energy
electron-molecule collisions [2]. Originally the SMC
variational functional was derived [1] through the com-
bination of terms arising from a projected Lippmann-
Schwinger equation and terms arising from a projected
Schrodinger equation, the latter being introduced on
grounds of completeness. This combination yielded a
functional that was equivalent to the T matrix but
that contained an apparently arbitrary parameter a;
specifically, when exact wave functions were employed in
it, the functional gave the correct T-matrix element re-
gardless of the value of a chosen. Additional arguments
were then introduced that determined a via the require-
ment that certain matrix elements vanish, thereby insur-
ing variational stability. However, recently the necessity
of this restriction on a has been questioned [3]. The ob-
ject of this Brief Report is to show how the SMC formu-
lation arises as perhaps the simplest multichannel exten-
sion of Schwinger's original expression for the scattering
amplitude [4] that is (i) computationally feasible and (ii)
variationally stable. Thus a somewhat different route is
taken than in earlier work. Rather than introduce a pro-
jected Schrodinger equation at the outset, we make the
minimal modification to the Schwinger form necessary
to satisfy requirement (i), namely projection of the
Lippmann-Schwinger equation onto open channels, fol-
lowed by the minimal additional modification necessary
to recover (ii). The same result is obtained as in earlier
derivations [1], except that a certain operator occurs in
place of the a parameter. No differences in the working
equation result, however; in particular, the matrix ele-
ments of this operator uniquely and straightforwardly
determine a. In addition to clarifying aspects of the SMC
formulation, the approach taken here can be of general
use in developing variational principles from projected
equations.
II. FORMULATION
As a preliminary step, it is useful to recall the deriva-
tion of the original Schwinger variational principle. We
begin with the Lippmann-Schwinger equation,
(3)
to write
T =(O' 'I V(1 —G' )V)l+'„+') . (4)
Finally, we combine Eqs. (3) and (4) with a third form for
T „ to obtain an expression that is stable [4] with respect
to variation of 4' ' and %"„+'.
T „=& s I VI e'.+) &+ & e'-) I VIs„&
q, ' 'lv(1 —G'+)v)lq".+'& . (5)
The stability of this form is demonstrable by considering
the first-order variations in T „ that arise from variations(Se' 'I and IM'„+'):
=0,
because of Eq. (2); also
sT „=&s IVI&+'.+'& —&q' 'Iv(1 —G'+'v)l&q"„+'&
=&s
l
vlcc'„+'& —&e' 'l(l —VG'+')vlcc'„+')
=0,
using the adjoint of Eq. (2).
In multichannel, many-particle applications, it is essen-
tial for practical reasons to work with a projected
Green's function whose representation does not require
knowledge of continuum states of the target system [1,5].
We therefore introduce a projector P; onto open chan-
nels, whose action on the Green's function will remove
the unwanted components:
q/(+) —S +G(+)yg/(+)n n n
where S„ is a solution of the interaction-free equation
HOS„=ES„,G'+' is the Green's function associated with
Ho, and 4"„+' is a solution to the complete equation
HV'„+ '=E%'„+', with H =Ho+ V; V is the target-
scatterer interaction. We multiply Eq. (1) by V to obtain
VS„=V(1 —G'+'V)%'„+',
and then use Eq. (2) in a standard expression for the T
matrix element,
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P;= g I(I)((1,2, . . . , i —l,i+1, . . . , N+1)&
I Copen
X&@((1,2, . . . , i —l, i+1, . . . , N+1)
4I is an X-electron function, one of the open-channel tar-
get states (ionization channels are assumed closed).
Operating on Eq. (1) with P;, we obtain
where cx labels the nuclei.
Equation (6) yields a new expression for the T matrix,
T „=&(II' 'IV;P;(1 —G +'v, )lqi'„+'&,
that we can use instead of Eq. (4) to try to construct a
variational functional analogous to the Schwinger func-
tional:
P, e'„+'=S,„+G,'+'V, e'„+', (6) T' „=& s, I v, I e(„+)&+ & q (-) I v, Is,„&
where Gz,+-'=PG +' and we have used the fact that
P, S,„=S;„.In Eq. (6) and the following, we have intro-
duced the subscript i on S„, V, and G'+', as well as on P,
as a reminder that these entities correspond to a particu-
lar partitioning of the Hamiltonian into zeroth-order and
interaction pieces, Ho; and V, , that picks out electron i as
the scattering electron (usually [1,2) we take i =N+1, al-
though the choice is arbitrary). Thus, for example,
N+1
v, =
—y +gIR.—r;I, (~;) lr, —r;I '
&qg( —)lvp (1 G(+)v )le(+)& (7)
=0
which follows from Eq. (2) and P;S;„=S;„.This is as
desired. However, on varying 4'„+', we find
Not surprisingly, this naive attempt can readily be shown
to fail. On taking variations in 4' ', we find
5T'„=&5+(-) v, ls,„&
—&5e' 'Iv;P;(1 —G;")v;)I+'."&
5T „=&s, I v, 15(P(„+)& —& (11( 'I V;P;( I —G,'+'v, ) 5(I'(„+)&
'l(1 —v; G + ')P; v; 15+(+)&+ & q'( 'IP; v; —v; P; I5+(„'&
=
& e(-)IP, v, —vP, Iw'„+'&
0.
not unique. As an example of how to define such an R;,
we note that any (N+1)-electron function with the
specified asymptotic behavior may be represented,
though not uniquely, in a basis set of the form
=1(r) r2 . r)((+))
= 3;[@(r„r2, . . . , r; „r,+„.. . , r)v+, )g.(r;)],
where A, is an antisymmetrizer between electron i and
the remaining electrons, and the (antisymmetric) N
electron function N vanishes asymptotically in all coor-
dinates, but g,.(r;) does not necessarily do so. An ap-
propriate R; associated with this expansion simply re-
places each:" with the nonantisymmetric function
@i(i.] R, has the same effect as P; on the open-channel
portion of the wave function, but it does not annihilate
the closed-channel part as P; does. In effect, R,. merely
removes the antisymmetrization between electron i and
the remaining electrons, and therefore R; commutes with
H, a property we will need later. We will also use the fact
that P; commutes with the interaction-free Hamiltonian
H.,
'
Using the assumed form for Q and these commutation
properties, some very straightforward rearrangement
shows that
& e( )IQH+P, v, V, P, I5e(„+-)&—
=&'Pm 'IH();P; P;v, HR, +P; v, —v;P;I5%(„+—'&
=
& q(' 'IAQ I M"„
The functional of Eq. (7) is thus not variationally stable.
To recover stability, we clearly must add a term to Eq.
(7) that will not destroy the stability with respect to varia-
tions 5%' ' that already exist, but will cancel the
&(p' 'IP; V; —V, P, I5%(„+'& matrix element left over on
varying %"„+'. Of course, the resulting expressi. on must
also continue to represent the T matrix. These rather
strict requirements suggest that we consider adding a
term of the form & (II' 'I QH I (p'„+ ' &, where H =E H—
and Q is to be determined. While we have not established
that this form is the only possible choice, no other possi-
bility suggests itself. Since B4(„+)=0, the value of the
expression for T „ is unchanged, and stability with
respect to variations 5+' ' is preserved. At the same
time, the form of Q may be manipulated to achieve the
desired stability with respect to variations 5%'„+'.
An obvious way to eliminate the unwanted
&qI' ' P, V, —V, P, I5%(„+'& term . is for QB to combine
with it to yield an expression in which 8 is on the left
and a function that vanishes asymptotically in all the
electron coordinates is on the right. In that case we will
be able to write the resulting matrix element as the Her-
mitian conjugate of an expression in which 0 operates to
the right on I+( '&, and we then can make use of
'=0 to show that the matrix element vanishes.
Consider therefore Q =P; —R;, where R, is an operator
that selects from a fully antisymmetric (N+1)-electron
wave function a piece that corresponds to electron i as
the scattering electron and the remaining electrons on the
target. [For the closed channels, such a partitioning is
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where Bo, =E H—o;. The second line above may be re-
placed with (5%"„+'~QP~&It' ')*=0, provided that the
function Q5%'„& vanishes asymptotically (so that no sur-
face terms arise in doing the integrations by parts that
are necessary to "turn around" the kinetic-energy opera-
tors contained in H). R;5q&'„+' and P, 5%"„&both vanish
as r.—+ ~ for all j not equal to i, since we are assuming
that the total energy is below the ionization threshold,
and since the variation 5%'„+' must have the same asymp-
totic form as O'„+'. Thus, we need only worry about
r, ~oo., but in this case Q5%'„+& also vanishes asymptoti-
cally, because the R;64'„+' and I';6%'„+' terms cancel.
This establishes stability with respect to variations 6%'„+'.
It remains to note that, in doing calculations, we can
replace R; with 1/(N+ 1), since
(X I ' IXt ):N+ 1 (X I IXt
for any two fully antisymmetric (N+1)-electron func-
tions y, and y„and these are the only types of terms in
R; that arise in the SMC expression. We should also
stress that it is essential to use Q =P; —R, , and not just
Q =P; —1/(N+1), since otherwise Q5%'„+ & will not van-
ish asymptotically as r go.es to infinity in the case j Xi
This is somewhat in contrast to the point of view taken in
previous derivations [I], where a scalar parameter a oc-
curred in place of the operator R;.
Finally, we summarize our variationally stable




V, ~e'„+')+(q'-'~ V, ~S,„)—(O'-'I V, P, (1 —G,'+'&,. )I+'„+')+(P' 'l(P, —R, )~l+'„+'),
P; tt + v; P; —v—, G&+ ' v, 4'„+ 'l .
In the second line of Eq. (g), we have replaced R; with
1/(N+1), which, again, is allowable only in matrix ele-
ments, to show that the form reduces to precisely the
usual SMC expression [1].
III. SUMMARY
We have shown how the SMC expression for the
scattering amplitude may be derived by imposing the re-
quirement of variational stability on a functional that is
initially of the Schwinger form except for the use of a
projected Lippmann-Schwinger equation. In contrast to
previous derivations [1], the parameter a is shown to be
uniquely determined as, in essence, the matrix element of
a certain operator whose form is dictated by the stability
requirement. The present approach thus clarifies the re-
lationship of the SMC functional to the Schwinger func-
tional and provides insight into the connection between
its form and the fundamental question of stability. A
similar approach can be used in modifying other varia-
tional principles when practical considerations suggest
the use of projected equations in their implementation.
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